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THE death of Marjorie Pickthall has brought a sense of personal 
loss to many of her fellow Canadians, even among those who 

knew her only through her literary work. The reason for this lies 
in something in the work itself. That the genuine poet gives ex
pression to his own individuality and shares his peculiar outlook 
upon nature and life with those who can receive his message, is a 
somewhat obvious truth. His mission is one of self-utterance. 
In proportion to the richness and depth of his thought and emotional 
experience, and the adequacy of his art to give these a beautiful 
form, is the value of his song to the world. But we are conscious 
of differences in kind as well as in degrees of worth among those 
who have such gifts for us, and a critical and intellectual appreciation 
of excellent quality in poetry does not always carry with it a corres
ponding feeling of personal indebtedness. There may be admiration 
for the work, yet but a moderate enthusiasm for its creator. To 
Miss Pickthall however, more than to some much greater poets, 
was it granted to bring her reader into a very intimate relation 
with her 0\\'11 mood and her own imaginative vision, so that-if 
susceptible to such influences at all-he could not fail to have his 
own sense of beauty renewed and quickened by the spiritual contact. 
Hence her verse possessed a quality which, without exaggeration, 
we may call lovable. 

Born in England, but coming to Canada as a young child and pass
ing there most of the years of her comparatively short life, it might 
have been supposed that she would have given to Canadian senti
ment and Canadian scenery prominent places in her poetry, but only 
to a very slight extent are such influences apparent. Contemporary 
events seldom inspired her pen; and there is little of what is common
Iv called "local colour" in her lyrics except where as in "Pere 
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'''-U';>TU that such a lyrical home. It was not realistic 
accuracy, but the deeper and higher truths of emotional life, at which 
she aimed; so that whether about Palestine or Japan, of 
Canada or Greece, while the' en 'indicated with much 
skill, the delicate charm which atmosphere to the verse comes 
more from the soul of the from the environment described. 

For Marjorie Pickthall as for Keats, Beauty is Truth,-Truth, 
Beauty. In all her verse theme, beauty is the in-
spiring motive: religion, sorrow and death,-all come to 
clothed in beauty as in a : She sings-

our eyes; 
low. and, spark by 

the dark, 
the moth-wing, touched 
and delicate faint "Aura .. ", 

showers 
face, 

Shall hold heavens within their ..... __ ,._, 
And new stars come singing from God's ..... uu. 

There are no doubt clearly marked limitations to work. 
It is graceful than vigorous, and emotional intel-
lectual. But, within its limits, it is good work. I t no care-
lessness in no over-emphasis in expression, no indulgence 
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was less successful. Her short 
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not a few passages of 
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true of tales. 
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